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**Abstract**-- Today, Web Browser is satisfying the need of an internet user to access information on the web; it is basically done through keypad action. But for the today’s technology, this is not flexible for partially sighted people and also for those who wish to browse with hands free. However the advancement in technology enables us to ease the work of the user with speech interactions. A Speech Browser enables us to interact through voice with internet. Through the conversion of text-to-speech and speech-to-text, the voice browser renders the information from the World Wide Web in an audio format so that it facilitates to browse any information hands freely from anywhere, any place and at any time. However, voice browser is a Generic Application interface which is built using android application developing tools such as Android SDK, Android Middleware, Speech Analyser and Speech Recognizer and editor like Eclipse. This facilitates the users to access an internet by interacting with their devices as if they are communicating with one another.

**Index Terms**-- Internet, Browser, Voice, Speech Analyser, Speech synthesizer, Android Application.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many browsers that exploit voice as input and using speech synthesis it exploits pre-recorded sound for output. By using speech synthesis and pre-recorded voice material to present the contents of web pages with the variety of aural effects that is used to give different emphasis to list hyperlinks, headings etc. [1]. The speech technology has advanced so much that it is promising to provide interaction between human and computer. We have to choose an application very carefully to engineer while considering various human factors instead of finding keys, speech provides a very interesting multi-mode interfaces. Speech is a very advantageous over other conventional media, for many easily imaginable applications (example interacting with the system while ones hand is occupied by some other important tasks or if one is physically challenged). However, it would be more natural and comfortable if speech interaction is provided instead of keyboard and mouse interaction [2]. The speech recognition for input and speech synthesis for output provides an easy to use interface that is ideal to access the internet [3].

Based on those issues on context based information the major cases is on retrieval in which the visual information is focused. The reason behind the focus on visual information is because of the availability of plenty of images and videos on internet which includes real world applications. However, the audio is a kind of important media from the human perception for carrying information. This is because human has not only visual sense, but also includes an auditory sense. They obtain lot of information from auditory media from day-to-day life through radio, television, music etc. [4]. The process where in the computer is made to speak is through the technology called TTS (text-to-speech) speech synthesizer which converts the audio input into text form. The system speaks out only particular words that answer to the user[5]. One of the oldest and natural way of communication is speech, the communication among are carried out through human and human interface that includes speaking, ad listening to one another. According to this system, it can identify the command and give output through voice [6]. Voice recognition helps to map voice commands with its actions. This can be achieved by converting speech to text. The input command will try out to find a match with the trained commands and maps to the results [7]. It has been a dream of people to be able to communicate with all kinds of devices using speech as input and output. Command and control is simplest way to interact in terms of interaction model. The basic essential requirement is CFG (context free grammar) that allows particular rules that defines a set of allowable utterances [8]. One of the flexible platform for speech was mobiles, over other input modalities this is due to the fact that they can access the information easily through descriptions. And mobiles also act as ambient medium so that users can perform other task instead of performing complete a task.

A voice browser is an interface that provides interpretation of the markup language and produce output in the form of voice. It also provides interface to the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network). As the name suggests, the system delivers the voice dialogues with pages such as visual web pages which in turn deals with HTML pages. From users perspective the goal is to facilitate devices which do not have full browsers or even screens to provide them, like visual browser and related technology [9]. The existing system is of visual oriented browser since interactions requires full attention of users, the aged people who do not have good eyesight to read from the screen, people who have arteritis will not be able access internet efficiently. To overcome this telephone is considered as an interface for communication. The user and the browser using voice and telephone require very less attention from the user to operate. Hence this can be considered as ideal communication tool for environments where user is engaged in other important tasks [10].

Millions of people in their daily activities use the web browser that has become popular source of information. The browser that currently available is GUI browser. The people who are physically handicapped cannot use the normal browsers which are not capable of providing voice commands. One can access the complete browser using Vocal access network. Voice XML, JAVA speech
API, Microsoft speech software development tool kit is the different speech conversion methods which are available [11]. This system is based on Microsoft speech SDK platform which is used for the conversion of voice to text.

We got an overview of a browser that facilitates voice interactions and what are the techniques that it users to provide a voice features. Section 2 describes the related works that are held on the topic. Section 3 design it describes the structure of the proposed model.

II. RELATED WORKS

Usually a Web browser requires physical interaction with devices that are equipped with screen and GUI (Graphical User Interface). Our system allows browsing the internet through voice commands as inputs by developing VUI (Vocal User Interface). This system implements CE (Context Extraction) algorithm to analyse, to classify and to return specified part of the Web pages to users. Speech capabilities on the user’s machine are accessed over the internet by the Microsoft Speech SDK which allow applets to be transmitted [12]. World Wide Websites and new ways of browsing will be enhanced by this. Control browser, fill out forms, Control Applets can be done by Speech recognition and WWW/Internet can also be enhanced. Informing the used the progress of appl ets and web pages can be done by speech synthesis. This improves the browsing time by minimizing the amount of audio which is sent across the internet.

I. Speech Recognition Systems

The motive of speech recognition for a device is to be able to “Hear”, “understand” and “act upon” spoken information [13]. The translation of spoken words into text is called Speech recognition. When an individual speaker reads a part of text into some SR systems use “Training”. The specific voice of the person will be analyzed by these systems and fine tune the recognition of that voice which is more accurately [14].

Types of Speech Recognition system:

Speaker dependent:

Many number of voice recognitions systems are available in market. The thousands of words can be recognized by most powerful system, generally extended training is required. The system are easier to develop and cheaper to buy, but not flexible as speaker adaptive or speaker independent.

Speaker independent:

This system can be operated for any speaker of a particular type. These systems are more expensive and very difficult to develop. There is no training involved so, it can recognize any one system.

Speaker Adaptive:

This is currently emerging third variation. It usually begins with the speaker independent model and these models are adjusted more closely to each individual in the brief training period.

II. Topology of speech recognition system

The following are the topology of the speech recognition system: Speaker Dependent, Speaker Independent, Violated word recognizer, connected word system and Spontaneous recognition. Initially, a system should be trained according to the user voice, but the system doesn’t require training the system by user, hence they are developed to support from any user or speaker. Even though only one word is accepted once at a time and their recognition system allowed to the user to speak continuously naturally [15]. With the planned speech and short paired system will allow speaker to speak slowly and each word distinctly and allows speaker to speak spontaneously.

III. Approaches to speech recognition.

- Acoustic Phonetic approach.
- Pattern Recognition approach.
- Artificial Intelligent approach.

Acoustic Phonetic approach: It is also called as rule-based approach. To search, it includes the knowledge of phonetic and linguistic approaches for the process of searching. To define or express anything or everything, the rules have been that helps in decoding the architecture of black board. Because of the difficulty in express rules, it has a poor performance for improving this system.

Pattern Recognition approach: Training a speech patterns and the recognition and the pattern, are the two methods of comparing a pattern. The test patterns are defines based on the sequence of measurement made by input signal in the parameter measurement phase. Some reference pattern are compared with the unknown test pattern and the test pattern versus reference pattern are measured for similarities, which matches the similarity scores of the unknown test pattern from phase of pattern classification.
Artificial Intelligent approach: This is a combined approach of acoustic phonetic and pattern recognition approach. To classify sounds in Artificial Intelligence (AI), neural network is implemented by expert system [16]. From the problems the knowledge are taken from variety of sources and are incorporated and compiled as a basic idea.

IV. Smart phone technology:
Today’s smart phones do much functionality, but natural ways of interacting with smart phone remain same. Some wants to develop next version of existing voice recognition is the next big thing of the IT industries. It means recognizing human speech and converting it to text. User can command their smart devices via speech. Speech recognition technologies have rapidly evolving because of the proliferation of portable computer terminals like smart phones [17]. So far, the information has primarily been used by the one who connects to web via a traditional computer accessing internet in which large amount of information on World Wide Web is available on fingertips. However, advance in technology like wireless communication, speech recognition, speech synthesis technology and voice based browser made it possible to access internet hands freely anywhere, any place and at any time. The speech recognition for input and synthesis for output provides an ease access to internet that are of hands free operation. Web browsing operation which is in smart phone basically accepts voice commands as an input as per the advance technology [18].

An efficient speech recognition system use different techniques such as Mel Frequency Ceptrum Co-Efficiency (MFCC), Vector Quantization (VQ), and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The idea behind the research on speech recognition is human interaction with machine. By means of algorithm which is implemented in android devices are used in the process and technology of automatic speech recognition for converting speech signal into sequence of words [19]. Presently speech understanding systems are capable of vocabularies of thousands of words in operational environment through speech as input.

III. DESIGN

Figure 1 depicts the data processing flows as per the above design which describes that, the user sends his request from his smart phone device through user interface that is in turn called an application. The application accepts the input and this will be recognized by audio capturing API to analyse the audio. Later application communication protocol precedes the analyzed data to IP Interface which searches the information in the server for the input data given as a request. After finding the data it delivers it for converting text to speech via application control protocol it reaches user interface and been delivered to user in voice format.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using a web browser with voice interactions will be helpful for the partially sighted people and also for the people who desires to lead their life as per current trends in technology. It eases the work for the people who are busy in multiple tasks and easy to access. This can also involve in the minimization of time consumption for typing and reduces strain given to eyes by focusing on display screen.

We provided detailed information of the application and its features. The different knowledge and information about the technology required for the development of the application may be presented. This application user interface can be developed using Android SDKs.
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